2020 design a room

By Sarah S
My room dimensions

11x11
Wall color and flooring

The wall color is a gray color and the flooring is a satin touch frieze carpet.

11 x 9 = 99
99 x 4 = 396 square feet
lighting

The room will have lightbulb lights

The room will also have a chandelier

that looks like this one but its bigger

and also under bed lighting
bed

Under the bed lighting

Bookshelf

Bed and sheets and such

Pictures and art
Furniture and accessories for the room

Photo style!
All items (Word style!)

Carpet

Gray paint

Bed, sheets, and pillows etc.

Bookshelf, candles and books

Nightstand and light bulb lamps

donad chandelier

Wall art and photos

Lighting under the bed
Costs!

Carpet is $284.57 for 11x11/121 square feet

Paint is $44.98 per gallon and you only need one gallon for 180 square feet

$1,760 for bed and sheets and pillows etc.

$230 for bookshelf and candles and books

$200 for nightstand and light bulb lamps

$50 for diamond chandelier

$70 for wall art and photos

$90 for lighting under the bed
Final cost

For the paint, carpet and furniture and room accessories and decorations the total price is:

$2,529.55